A GUIDE TO
MARKETING
ANIMALS FOR
ADOPTION
Creative marketing for animals waiting to be adopted can be challenging when you need to
come up with unique and interesting ideas day after day.
Here are some important points to make your efforts as successful as possible.

WHAT’S
IN A
NAME?

Do — Use light hearted
(but not demeaning) and
positive sounding names
e.g. Licorice for a black
cat instead of Blackie;
Golden Syrup for a
cuddly ginger cat instead
of Ginger; Cocopops
for a bubbly brown dog
instead of Max.

Don’t — Be afraid to
change a pets name
if you think it might
improve its chances of
adoption.

Do — Use names/themes
from current events and
pop culture

Don’t — Use “tough”
sounding names (unless
it’s on a seriously
untough looking pet!)
such as Gunner, Rocky,
Bruiser, Rebel, Vandal,
Killer etc. If you have
a big guy or girl in
your care name them
something like Flossy,
Tinkerbell, Mini or Flower!

Many adopters will change the name of an animal once they have it home. This gives you freedom
to think of something catchy that will make potential adopters smile and want to meet the animal.
It’s amazing how much a name can influence perceptions. Find further information at https://
www.animalfarmfoundation.org/pages/Publications and http://picturemeathome.org.
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WRITING THE BIO OR
DESCRIPTION
Copy the techniques of online dating site books when developing the bios for the pets in your
care. Keep it lighthearted and focus on one special or unique thing about the pet. There is no need
to mention where the pet came from or its history. Any special requirements can be discussed
with a potential adopter when they are meeting the pet.
If you really can’t find anything positive to say it probably means the animal isn’t coping well in
the current environment and might be better placed in a foster home where that special quality
will be evident.

•

Do - Keep it short and positive

•

Don’t - List special needs, medical information or restrictions. You are trying to get Flower a
home!

•

Don’t - Repeat the same bio for multiple pets. Every one should be unique, just like each
animal is.

Find further information at https://www.heartsspeak.org/writing-great-pet-bios-interview/ and
https://www.animalsheltering.org/magazine/articles/who-wants-adopt-game-thrones-fan and
https://www.petrescue.com.au/library/articles/how-to-write-a-great-pet-profile.

CAPTURING THE RIGHT
PHOTO
The photo with the bio must show the pet in the most positive way possible. It’s hard for people
to connect with a pet that is looking less than comfortable, or out of focus, in a photo.

•

Do - Use a close-up or action shot if possible

•

Do - Include people in the pic as this can help people imagine the pet interacting with them.

•

Do - Use alternative perspectives i.e. up from under, ground level etc

•

Do - Have toys and /or cosy bedding in the shot. This may help the pet to relax and also help
the potential adopters imagine them in their home.

•

Do - Use treats and make interesting sounds to get the pet to interact with the
photographer.

•

Don’t - Include undesirable shelter equipment (poop scoop anyone?) in the background.

Find further information at https://www.heartsspeak.org/edu/.
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CAPTURING THE RIGHT
VIDEO
Using video to showcase your pets for adoption is very powerful. Research shows that people
relate much better to an animal in a video and view them more positively. We all have smart
phones in our pocket these days so make good use of it!

•

Do - Keep it short (20 -30 seconds is good)

•

Do - Use landscape/horizontal frame. More of your picture or video will fill the viewers
screen this way.

•

Do - Make the video fun and interactive. Having the pet interacting with a person or other
animals helps to tell a story.

•

Do - Use music and keep it - you guessed it - light, positive and fun! If you don’t add music
to your video make sure the sound is muted if the background noise is loud barking or
similar.

Find more information at http://chewonthis.maddiesfund.org/2017/05/study-video-moreeffective-than-photos-at-getting-dogs-adopted/ and https://www.facebook.com/pg/
DeKalbCountyAnimalServices/videos/?ref=page_internal.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
COUNT
Help the animals in your care show their best selves to potential adopters. Making sure they are
clean and smell nice will make it much easier for people to spend time with them and imagine
them in their homes.

Do - Bathe and groom the
pets where appropriate.
It’s good enrichment and
training too!

Do - Provide them with
a ball, goofy toy or crazy
bandanna to attract
attention.

Don’t - Forget what it is like entering a shelter. As shelter
workers we quickly become immune to the sights and smells
that welcome our visitors.
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BREED
LABELS
There is a move towards not attributing breed labels to dogs and this may be something you
could consider. Breed labels are often not helpful for the dogs in our care especially as so many
are cross breeds (and studies say our guesses are often wrong) and every dog is an individual.
Breed labels can stigmatise certain breed types and may discourage potential adopters to even
meet the dog.
Trial using other descriptors such as behaviour or personality type, size and colour which will also
be more interesting and creative. Starting with long stayers might be a good way to experiment
with this strategy.
Find more information at https://www.animalsheltering.org/magazine/articles/nomore-guessing-games and https://www.facebook.com/DeKalbCountyAnimalServices/
videos/330919080807853/.

UTILISE YOUR
RESOURCES
Your adoption marketing resources may be in many places. Utilising every resource at our disposal
to find new homes for homeless pets is essential to be successful.

•

Do - Empower your foster carers to use their networks to find new homes for the pets in their
care e.g. Introduce their foster dog to locals at coffee shops and beaches. Provide special
coats to encourage conversation e.g. “I’m smart and adorable – are you my perfect match?”
Introduce cats in their home to as many friends as possible. Find more information at https://
www.aspcapro.org/research/ambassadors.

•

Do - Utilise offsite adoption locations such as pet supply stores, vet clinics, walking groups,
collaborative adoption events and more. “Adopt Me” vests and great signage can increase
interest in your pets as well.

•

Don’t - Rely on just one source for online marketing. With Facebook continuing to restrict
views on your page posts your likers are not seeing all of your posts. Utilise your website,
other pet finding websites and other social media tools like Instagram, Twitter and Facebook
community pages and groups to help market your pets.

Find more information at https://bestfriends.org/resources/for-shelters-and-rescuers/animalshelter-dogs-promoting-them-adoption.
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BE BRAVE. THINK
OUTSIDE THE SQUARE
Look beyond your regular practices when trying to ramp up your marketing of pets for adoption.
Piloting new strategies and keeping good records of the progress and results is a useful way to
determine if something is going to work for your organisation or not.

Do - Consider strategies
such as fee-waived
adoptions. Remember it’s
only the final transaction
that changes and not the
adoption process itself
(and you can still ask for a
donation!)

Do - Let potential adopters
know about up-and-coming
adoption candidates. If you
have a pet (or a litter) that
may not be available just
yet, you can still generate
interest by posting regular
progress reports and
updates. Hopefully by the
time they are desexed
and ready to go, there are
interested parties lining up!

Don’t - Flood the adoption floor with too many of the same
type/colour/personality. The so called “paradox of choice” is
very real for some people and it has been shown that having
fewer animals on the adoption floor can actually increase
demand.

Find more information at http://chewonthis.maddiesfund.org/2017/08/the-truth-about-freepet-adoptions/ and https://www.animalsheltering.org/blog/jam-and-cat-adoptions.

Marketing doesn’t have to be an expensive or resource-heavy proposition. Involve volunteers
and staff from all departments in the process (you may have a creative genius in your midst!)
Utilise smart phones and free apps to help tell your adoptees stories. Send us your marketing
success stories for sharing on the G2Z website to help others.

www.g2z.org.au

info@g2z.org.au
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